
BUSINESS PLAN HOSTGATOR REVIEW

Thinking of signing up for HostGator Business Plan? Read this review before you do! HostGator features, support, and
user reviews inside.

I am very disappointed with the disconnected support system at Hostgator, and unfortunately it cost me and
my business a lot of money. You can view a detailed breakdown of what's included in each plan here , but the
business plan includes more advanced security features, dedicated IP addresses, and additional SEO tools.
Adding to that, HostGator is prepared to compensate its customers with a one month credit if at any time the
server falls short of the  Would love to hear from its customer to see if it is possible to take Hostgator to court
for years of abuse. With this SSL backed by Comodo, you get a seal to place on your website for additional
assurance for your visitors. You can read more about HostGator's security offering here. Please keep in mind
that once activated, any calls received from Canada will be billed 6. You can change the number to which calls
are forwarded at any time and view call history from within the control panel provided by VOIPo. For
example, if your website has many images, then it will increase the page load time. Normally, this wouldn't be
a huge deal, but my website is how I make a living and my website was down for a few days. Product areas
are clearly highlighted at the top of the page. The website is easy to navigate and user-friendly. We had to
cancel the auto charge, dispute last months charge - but our website that serves over 1, seniors, disabled and
families of low income has been done for about a month with no help from HostGator. Inside your hosting
dashboard, you will find their support portal. Instant backups With all the shared hosting plans on HostGator
including the Business plan, you have the ability to create a backup of your entire cPanel account whenever
you want. For most users, the simplicity of the control panel is incredibly important in making a decision on
the best web host to go with. After the first year, the domain will renew at the regular annual rate. Will you be
able to easily get help when needed? It optimizes performance and protects your website from some common
WordPress attacks. I am on support call more than 50 minute no one picks up. While this may not seem like a
big deal, it could mean that if you run a very specific search on cPanel, some results may not show up at all.
They did refund it after we noticed. How stupid are these people when you tell them you want to cancel and
you want to do it before next billing, and then magically they seem to become unresponsive, send incorrect
information, drag it out as long as possible, all in an effort to charge me another year of hosting for a domain
that no longer exists. Hatchling: The Hatchling plan allows you to host only one website. One invoice was
issued to renew hosting, and a second for the domain name. HostGator's support articles are much better. I
only accidentally found the cpanel they mistakingly set up outside of my package linked from an email
confirmation. How the Toll-Free Number Works The toll-free number is a call forwarding only service and
does not require any equipment or additional setup. Checking spam filter â€” nothing. Ideally you should go
for Hatchling plan in case you want to host one domain only. I believe their company is fraudulent and is
compromising accounts at the sake of selling site lock and other services. You can read HostGator's
cancellation and refund policy in the terms of service agreement. They don't respond to support tickets. I am
so glad i did not go for the long term option with hostgator. As a final HostGator check, we pointed our site at
Bitcatcha. The Builder includes a drag and drop feature which makes your experience creating a website
easier. Just be aware that HostGator is a part of this organization and that the way EIG runs things is probably
going to trickle down into how HostGator handles things. I don't mind doing the work, it's my job to look after
clients but it seems HG turns that job into a headache.


